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1. Review Term 1 survey results
○ Student surveys - lower grades

■ Note that K-2 students respond by coloring in smiley faces (3 options), as
opposed to ranking from 1-5

■ Lowest ranking: describing my own feelings. Staff thinks that makes
sense for K-2 kids, who are generally working on that skill. Following up to
make sure lessons re zones of regulation are continuing in the classroom.

■ Will do a deeper dive into the feeling of belonging in order to disaggregate
the data.

○ Family surveys
■ Comments: Many responded that APTTs weren’t helpful. 24 people added

comments; of them, 5 mentioned APTTs in a negative way and said
they’d want additional engagement with their child’s teacher. (Could
teachers provide sign-up sheet for individual follow-up conferences at
APTT?) Virtual format may have added to challenges.

■ Family engagement team is meeting to discuss and brainstorm alternative
models. Will bring this back to staff at end of school year to determine
best approach.

■ Will also do disaggregation by grade/group.
■ SEL unit in January will focus on diversity/inclusion. Teachers will use

family survey data to inform lessons.
○ Staff surveys

■ Concerns about nurse coverage: Hearst doesn’t currently have a
permanent nurse and finds out each day whether one will be assigned to
the school. Principal Geoffroy is working to get a nurse assigned to us but
there’s a shortage of school nurses. On days when no nurse is present,
Hearst has phone coverage and staff who are trained to provide
medications.

■ Anticipated a low rating regarding discussion of how identities influence
the way staff interact with students. Principal Geoffroy is considering how
to roll this back out but hasn’t done the work yet this school year.

○ Panorama survey - not available yet.
2. Status on CSP progress

○ Work is ongoing. Some goals have been refined. Weekly data meetings to look at
expectations by grade and identify how to support teachers to move toward
closing gaps. Challenges identified to date include writing, fine and gross motor
skills at lower grades.

○ MTSS update:
■ The MTSS cycle has been rolled out and staffing levels are currently

sufficient for interventions.



■ Currently, no capacity for pull-out extensions because of the high number
of students who need interventions. Some students receive in-classroom
accelerated math instruction: Ms. Banks provides resources to classroom
teachers, who provide materials to students who are capable of working
independently on those materials.

■ Options and capacity will be reassessed at the end of each 6-week MTSS
cycle.

■ For concerns about reading extensions, contact Ms. Walker (after
maternity leave), Principal Geoffroy, or Dr. Chen. For concerns about
math extensions, contact Ms. Banks.

3. Enrollment data
○ Some students have left and some new students have arrived since the

beginning of the school year. Current enrollment number is about the same as at
BOY (345).

○ Draft enrollment projection for SY2023-2024 is in, but has not yet been reviewed.


